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The World became more Dangerous than before due to Global Terrorism. CRISIS, CRISIS and 
CRISIS are every where and which is not the first time, so we need to find the Guidance. To 
Save the Global World from Global Terrorism, we need to find out Real Roots of Terrorism. In 
many cases it is found that the Real Terrorist are the Third Party plotting dirty games first and 
then getting benefits from these. So we need to see who are getting the Real Benefits. Media 
is fully controlled by those who are in Power and innocent public pays for it. Now the 
question rises for 9/11 (11-SEP-2001)  attacks, London (U.K.) Bombing on 07-JUL-2005. Who 
are the Real Victims and Real Terrorist. In Practice Muslims all over the world are suffering 
the most and are in Great Loss. The facts is Islaam always Denounces all kinds of Terrorism.
          

Causes and effects are interrelated. There might be other reasons that might be creating 
present issues and we need to analyse in detail and resolve these issues. It is necessary to 
create friendly environments where people can come and exchange views and learn from 
each another. Diversity is necessary to develop Peace in Global World. In every community 
there must be public places available for FREE of COST for Diversity for Friendly exchange of 
views. Canada is a Great Example on Benefitting from Multiculturism. If we all sit togather 
and analyse all the issues on a case by case method and take the best from all that is 
available in the society, then with the help of science and technology we could raise the best 
generation to lead the Global World. First Victim of any Conflict is the TRUTH.
          

Saving a Life is like Saving the Whole World, (Ref. Al_Quraan_005.032).       @GlobalRightPath
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